A-TMS wins title

RANDLEMAN — The Randolph County Middle School Wrestling Championships took place Saturday at Randleman High School.

Archdale-Trinity won the team title with 241 points, while Southwestern Randolph was second (214), Asheboro third (158), Southeastern Randolph fourth (123), Northeastern Randolph fifth (96), Randleman sixth (67) and Uwharrie seventh (18).

A-TMS' David Makupson was named the Most Valuable Wrestler.

In the A Bracket, Jayden Saunders (SERMS, 85 pounds), Seth Miller (A-TMS, 92), Makupson (100), Dawson Payne (A-TMS, 108), Aaron Ortega-Perez (A-TMS, 115), Alex Minish (A-TMS, 122), Saeed Rosales (SWRMS, 128), Caleb Ossler (A-TMS, 134), Isaiah Atkins (NERMS, 140), Jaylyn Patterson (SERMS, 147), Brooks Freeman (NERMS, 154), Cameron Clark (SWRMS, 162), Ayden Prevatte (A-TMS, 172), Erik Rangle (SWRMS, 184), Drew Bullins (AMS, 197), Oscar Degollado (SWRMS, 222) and Jared Hardison (SWRMS, heavyweight) won titles.

In the B Bracket, Cody Pittman (A-TMS, 70), Kyle Albertson (A-TMS, 85-1), Robert Burton (NERMS, 85-2), Madison Farlow (SWRMS, 92), Ian Miller (A-TMS, 100-1), Kevin Maness (SAMS, 100-2), Trevor Goldston (NAMS, 108), Josue Castaneda (RMS, 115), Xavier Allred (NAMS, 122), Austin Poplin (A-TMS, 128), Connor Osborne (A-TMS, 140), Tristan Brewer (A-TMS, 160) and Damion Miller (SERMS, 222) won titles.